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Abstract
Matador (1986) includes a rare moment in which feminism is explicitly referenced in
a film by Pedro Almodóvar: the protagonist María Cardenal, who refuses to embody a
femininity tied to the maternal and conceived of as abject, is marked off as a
‘problem’ for feminists. Indeed, in Almodóvar’s work feminine identity is inexorably
linked to maternity, a tendency that culminates in All About My Mother (1999). Although
this film reveals the masochistic suffering underlying traditionally-defined practices
of maternal benevolence, it also mobilizes the motif of rebirth to posit caring as a
behavior through which self-sacrifice may cycle back to serve self-interest. This new
model of ‘mothering’ may be adopted by all, not just by women; thus All About My
Mother exemplifies an ‘ethics of care’, to remind us that compassionate solicitude is a
universally human need, demanding a universally human response.


Resumen
Matador (1986) incluye una referencia explícita al feminismo, algo insólito en las
películas de Pedro Almodóvar: la protagonista María Cardenal, que se niega a
encarnar una feminidad ligada a lo materno y concebida como abyecta, se señala
como ‘problema’ para los feministas. De hecho, en la obra de Almodóvar la identidad
femenina se vincula inexorablemente con la maternidad, una tendencia que culmina
en Todo sobre mi madre (1999). Aunque esta película revela el sufrimiento masoquista
que subyace la benevolencia materna (definida de manera tradicional), también
maneja el motivo del renacimiento para plantear el cuidado como práctica a través
de la cual la abnegación deviene auto-interés. Este nuevo modelo de ‘maternidad’
puede ser adoptado por todos, no solo por las mujeres; así Todo sobre mi madre
ejemplifica una ‘ética del cuidado’, para recordarnos que la solicitud compasiva es
una necesidad humana universal, que requiere una respuesta universalmente
humana.


Pedro Almodóvar’s films have been reviled as misogynous, and celebrated as feminist.
In part this schizophrenia may be due to critics’ tendency to focus selectively on
particular films: Kika (1993), for example, is considerably more challenging to
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defend from a feminist perspective than is ¿Qué he hecho yo para merecer esto?! (What
Have I Done to Deserve This?!; 1984).1 Almodóvar’s films also appear to engage directly
with ongoing debates in gender and feminist theory, oftentimes in ambivalent
fashion. While a performative conceptualization of gender (and sexuality)
dominates many of his films, notions of a feminine ‘essence’ are also frequently in
play, most especially when the question of maternal ‘instincts’ arises. Indeed, few
filmmakers have presented so many competing examples of ‘naturally’ self-
sacrificial, and ‘unnaturally’ selfish, mothers.


Matador (1986) includes one of the rare Almodovarian moments in which
feminism is explicitly referenced, providing a crucial — if not necessarily immed-
iately obvious — entrée into the filmmaker’s treatment of the relationship
between maternity and feminine identity. The glamorous career woman, the
lawyer María Cardenal (Assumpta Serna), takes on the defense of a troubled young
man, Ángel (Antonio Banderas), who has turned himself in to the authorities for
serial rape and murder. As one of his would-be rape victims watches the news on
television, a female broadcaster reports that Ángel is in custody, and that:


Se ha hecho cargo de su defensa la letrada María Cardenal. Como es natural,
destacadas feministas han manifestado su malestar de que sea, precisamente, una
mujer la defensora de semejante monstruo. ‘Según la constitución española todo
ciudadano tiene derecho a ser defendido’, se ha atrevido a manifestar a su vez la
señorita Cardenal, haciendo gala de un cinismo verdaderamente espantoso.


The attorney María Cardenal has taken on his defense. Naturally several prominent
feminists were outraged that a woman would defend such a monster. Miss Cardenal
dared to state that ‘According to the constitution every Spanish citizen has the right
to an attorney’, revelling in a truly chilling cynicism.2


‘Naturally’, this objective newswoman reports, prominent feminists are up in
arms, for María has betrayed the ‘natural’ inclination of her sex; what woman
could possibly defend a rapist and serial killer?


Yet María might be seen as the most feminist creature in Almodóvar’s oeuvre.
Peter Evans has suggested that, as a serial killer herself, who chooses male victims
exclusively, María ‘impos[es] on men what she takes to be the higher law of an
extremely radical form of feminist justice in the name of women’s history of
victimization’ (Evans 1993: 332). Moreover, María could be characterized as incar-
nating — perhaps to the point of parody — liberal feminism, which insists upon
women’s equality with men, and which tends to foster androgynous identities


1 Thus my own earlier assertion that Almodóvar’s works are not necessarily the most fruitful
ground for a discussion of the intersection between feminism and film in Spain is
supported by a close analysis of Kika (Martin-Márquez 1999: 28–40), while Isolina Ballesteros’
persuasive defense of Almodóvar’s crucial role within Spanish film feminism is based upon
her detailed treatment of ¿Qué he hecho yo para merecer esto?! and Mujeres al borde de un ataque de
nervios (Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown, 1988) (Ballesteros 2001: 56–89). (In this
article, which might represent a guarded change of heart, I will revisit Almodóvar’s
relationship to feminism — perhaps not surprisingly by addressing films other than Kika,
but also through a new focus on the maternal and the ‘ethics of care’.)


2 English translations of film dialogue are my own, though they are based in part on subtitles.
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(Tong 1989: 31). As María pursues, seduces and murders a man at the beginning of
the film, she is directly associated with the historically masculine art of
bullfighting through brilliant crosscutting, matches on action, and visual rhymes
with scenes from Diego Montes’ tauromachy classes. The perverse passions that
she shares with and for Diego (Nacho Martínez) are grounded, not in an attraction
of opposites, but rather in complete identification, for the ex-bullfighter has also
committed multiple murders. However, while Diego says to María, ‘tú y yo nos
parecemos; a los dos nos obsesiona la muerte’ ‘you and I are alike. We are both
obsessed by death’, María affirms to Diego’s girlfriend Eva that ‘Diego pertenece a
otra especie, la mía’ ‘Diego belongs to another species, mine’. This unique species
exhibits the traits of both genders, for María insists that ‘en todo criminal hay
algo de femenino’ ‘every murderer has a part that’s feminine’ while Diego adds, ‘y
en toda asesina hay algo de masculino’ ‘and every murderess has a part that’s
masculine’. María’s ‘masculine part’ is particularly evident throughout the film,
embodied in the actress Assumpta Serna’s angular, less-than-curvaceous figure
and chiseled features, and fashioned through the mannish suits her character
favors; in an encounter with Diego in a movie theater men’s room, María
recommends ‘no te fíes de las apariencias’ ‘you shouldn’t trust appearances’ when
Diego suggests that she belongs in the ladies’ room instead. Somewhat ironically,
the most ‘feminine’ outfits worn by María — the dramatically stylized bull-
fighter’s getup she wears to a fashion show, and the classical neutral-toned
drapery she dons to kill men with the mini-sword of her hairpin — are associated
with a traditionally masculinized murderousness. Furthermore, María is shown
to be the only ‘real man’ by the end of the film, for Diego is unable to comply with
their mutual assassination pact: he fails to kill his lover with the phallic hairpin,
which remains clutched, impotently, in his lifeless hand as it grazes María’s still
inviolate back, and María is then forced to insert a pistol into her own mouth and
commit suicide.


It is, of course, rather problematic to exalt a masculine-identified narcissistic
murderess to the status of feminist heroine. Indeed, prominent feminists might
be outraged that a woman such as I might defend such a monster. But I would like
to argue here that the characterization of María enables Matador to engage in an
ironic deconstruction of certain tendencies of liberal feminism — most
particularly, the positive valorization of women’s wholesale adaptation of traits
traditionally deemed masculine — while affirming the validity of some forms of
radical feminism, which prefer to emphasize the oppression that women have
suffered under patriarchy due to their essential corporeal differences, namely,
their reproductive capacities (Tong 1989: 71–94). This darkly humorous juxta-
position of liberal and radical feminism, evocative of theoretical debates contem-
poraneous to Matador’s production context in the 1980s, cedes in Almodóvar’s
more recent work — and most notably in Todo sobre mi madre (All About My Mother;
1999) — to a sober meditation concerning the defiant celebration of maternity
effected by some radical feminists, and emerging shifts towards what has been
termed an ‘ethics of care’.
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Matador’s engagement with feminism is evident not only in the television news
reporter’s deceptively casual reference to prominent feminists, but also from the
female protagonist María’s namesake, the French feminist writer and theorist
Marie Cardinal, whose symbolic resonance for the film has yet to be noted. In her
autobiographical The Words to Say It, Marie Cardinal offers a harrowing portrayal
of her tormented life before psychoanalysis, of the years she spent wallowing in a
peculiarly feminine abjection as blood flowed unceasingly from her womb.
Cardinal’s descriptions of the bloodstains she could not help but leave behind
recall Julia Kristeva’s critique of the ways in which patriarchy attempts to
neutralize women’s power by converting the bodily fluids and states associated
with female reproduction into the abject (Kristeva 1984: 70–71): ‘I had stained so
many easy chairs, straight-backed chairs, sofas, couches, carpets, beds! I had left
behind me so many puddles, spots, spotlets, splashes and droplets . . . The dense,
rushing lava, descending from a crater, invades the hollows, tumbling down, hot.
And the heart was beginning to pound again and the anxiety returned, and the
hope disappeared while I was running towards the bathroom. The blood had
already had the time to reach my knees, even my feet, flowing from me in thin
streams of beautiful, vivid red’ (Cardinal 1983: 4; 6). Almodóvar’s María also leaves
a trail of cardinal-red blood behind her, but it is not her own. Rather, María
labours to transfer the abjection normally ascribed to women onto her male
victims, penetrating the smooth integrity of their skin and causing their blood to
flow endlessly unto death. The only red that accidentally stains this María’s skirt
is the lipstick that she uses to trace the external signs of femininity upon her face,
the femininity that she then imprints upon the flesh of her victims, marking the
point of insertion of her phallic weapon. This is the stain that she chooses to wash
off in a men’s room.


In her sophisticated reading of Matador, Leora Lev acknowledges that the film’s
‘dismantling’ of binaries ‘critiques patriarchal constructions of gender’ (Lev 1995:
79), but concludes that María must become, in essence, Diego’s ‘clone’, and that
ultimately Matador ‘erases all signs of feminine difference at the level of the
semiotic, if not literal and biological, visual cue’ (Lev 1995: 84). While I fully
sympathize with Lev’s concerns, I am not entirely convinced that, to draw upon
the film’s own celestial metaphors, masculinity completely eclipses femininity in
this film. Rather, I think that María’s refusal to embody a femininity conceived of
as abject (and it is difficult here not to remember the slice and dice images of
women proffered in the film’s opening, when Diego masturbates to slasher films
featuring gallons and gallons of female blood), her efforts to transfer that abjection
onto her male victims, and her final annihilation of her own physicality, all
continue to emphasize the horror of a patriarchally-defined femininity.


Still, María remains an unnatural creature, utterly sui generis and unique in
Almodóvar’s feminine pantheon, for her negation of the cultural coding of the
female body’s materiality isolates her completely from the maternal. She is one of
the few if not the only one of Almodóvar’s female characters who has no children,
desires no children, fails to engage in any nurturing behaviour whatsoever, and
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who moreover appears completely motherless herself. In fact, in the two scenes
that portray her engaging in sexual activity, she wears an odd item of lingerie, a
too-low bustier or a too-high garter belt: it is a garment that functions to cover
over the navel that would provide essential proof of her connection to a mother. It
is not coincidental that María Cardenal is the only female protagonist who is
explicitly marked off by Almodóvar as a problem for feminists in Spain, for in
Almodóvar’s work feminine identity is inexorably linked to the maternal.


There is no more appropriate text through which to investigate Almodóvar’s
treatment of the maternal than the significantly-titled Academy Award-winning
Todo sobre mi madre. Paul Julian Smith has argued that this film is replete with
instances of self-citation, ‘increasing the density and intensity of the new work by
calling up the rich, varied and unique universe Almodóvar has created over
twenty years of film-making’ (Smith 2000: 191). I would add that this self-citation
is particularly overdetermined with respect to representations of mothering:
individual characters here may invoke a multitude of mothers from earlier works
by Almodóvar. Moreover, some new variants emerge as well, so that a large
number of possible permutations of motherhood are portrayed in this film,
which would seem to be ‘all about’ the maternal.


The film creates the impression that motherhood is an all-encompassing
phenomenon through a strategy of emplotment that might be characterized as a
double fanning out, with the two younger Estebans functioning as the hinges to
which individual yet interrelated acts of mothering, which slowly begin to spread
out over a larger and larger emotional terrain, are connected. First we have
Manuela’s son Esteban who, on the eve of his seventeenth birthday decides on a
title for the story he is writing about his mother after commenting on the
mistranslation of the title of All About Eve, a film the two are watching on T.V. We
see that Esteban (Eloy Azorín) inscribes ‘Todo/All’ at the top of a page of his
notebook, then a teasingly quirky subjective shot presents the perspective of the
paper itself as Esteban finishes writing the phrase in pencil, and finally the title of
Almodóvar’s film, Todo sobre mi madre, is superimposed down the middle of a two-
shot of Esteban and Manuela (Cecilia Roth). In this way, we are initially
encouraged to consider the film as Esteban’s first-person narrative. This inter-
pretation is not invalidated by Esteban’s tragic demise in a car accident shortly
thereafter, for the way in which his death is filmed allows us to continue to view
the subsequent images as a sort of story told from beyond the grave. Another
brilliant subjective shot represents what and how Esteban sees and hears after
being hit by the car, flying through the air, and landing on his side on the rain-
soaked pavement, as his anguished mother runs to him shouting ‘hijo mío’ ‘my
son’, the red of her coat reflected in the street and anticipating a pooling of blood;
this scene could be read as a dramatically coded shift into Esteban’s viewpoint, or
even into a moment-of-death visionary flashforward. Moreover, an immediate cut
to Manuela awaiting news of her son’s fate in the hospital is accompanied by
Esteban’s voiceover, apparently reading the first lines of the story he has written:
‘Mañana cumplo 17 años pero parezco mayor, a los chicos que vivimos solos con
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nuestra madre, se nos pone una cara especial, más seria de lo normal, como de
intelectual o de escritor. En mi caso es normal, porque además yo soy escritor’
‘Tomorrow I turn 17, but I look older. Boys who live alone with their mothers have
a special expression, more serious than normal, like an intellectual or writer. In
my case, it’s normal, because I’m also a writer’. Viewed through this particular
frame, the narrative that follows centers on Manuela as ur-mother, and upon the
gradual dissemination of her successive and repeated acts of mothering after her
son’s death: that is, this Esteban’s story is about all the maternal acts of my mother.


Another possibility, however, would be to interpret the film narrative, not as
visionary — or not exclusively as visionary — but rather as retrospective, as
corresponding to the viewpoint of the youngest Esteban, whose biological mother,
Sister Rosa (Penélope Cruz), dies in childbirth. This other Esteban might be
imagined as looking back on all the individuals that he could refer to as my mother,
and their particular maternal gestures. From this Esteban’s perspective, the
maternal role is enacted, not only by Manuela, but by a plethora of other
characters as well who, in different ways, care for him. Through this subtly complex
structuring of narrative and character development, then, the motherhood
paradigm is produced and reproduced, albeit with some variations, ad infinitum
within the film text, and in this sense it might be claimed that Todo sobre mi madre
reconceives mothering as a fundamentally — or perhaps unavoidably — human
activity. But what does this mean for feminism?


I would like to begin to answer this question by first exploring what I have
characterized as the dead Esteban’s perspective, and with the representation of
Manuela as ur-mother. Silvia Colmenero Salgado has observed of Manuela that ‘su
vocación es ser madre’ ‘her vocation is to be a mother’ (Colmenero Salgado 2001:
84), and indeed her professional life, which we witness before glimpsing her
relationship with her son, clearly exemplifies that vocation. We see Manuela at
work in Madrid as transplant coordinator in an ICU; Manuela is not simply a
nurse — the caring profession traditionally reserved for women — she is an
intensive care nurse. Throughout the film, she will be associated with urgently
tending to the bodily needs of others, with the immediate provision of sustenance
and succor. It is significant that in the first of the very few scenes that portray her
interacting with her son, she is preparing dinner for them to share. After
Esteban’s death, she heads to Barcelona, where she lived before the birth of her
son, in order to seek out his father, and there she provides a steady stream of
meals and medical attention to all of the characters she encounters. For example,
directly upon her arrival, she rescues her old friend, the transvestite Agrado
(Antonia San Juan), from a brutal john, acquires necessary medical supplies from
a 24-hour pharmacy, repairs Agrado’s battered face, and the next morning is
shown hanging out laundry to dry and fixing a sumptuous brunch: ‘Venga, a
comer’ ‘Come and eat something’, she says to Agrado, who claims she has not had
a decent meal in the two decades since Manuela left Barcelona. Immediately after
seeing a Barcelona performance of A Streetcar Named Desire and meeting the actress
Huma Rojo (Marisa Paredes), whose autograph Esteban was seeking when he was
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hit by the car in Madrid, Manuela recovers Huma’s fellow actress and heroine
junkie lover Nina (Candela Peña) from some whacked-out drug pushers. Huma
then hires her as a personal assistant, and Manuela’s first official task is to round
up an esqueixada for her dinner and some tranquilizers for Nina. Although for her
part Sister Rosa’s efforts to convert Manuela into her own mother’s cook fail,
shortly thereafter the nun herself will benefit from Manuela’s impressive
capacity for caretaking when she discovers that she is HIV-positive, pregnant, and
confined to bed rest. Though Manuela briefly refuses to take Rosa in when she
learns to her dismay that the father of the child is none other than her own ex-
husband, the transvestite drug addict Lola —‘tú me estás pidiendo que sea tu
madre, y no tienes derecho’ ‘you’ve no right to ask me to be your mother’, she
insists to Rosa — soon her maternal instinct does kick in, and she finds herself
tending to Rosa’s every need. And when Rosa dies during childbirth, it is naturally
Manuela who becomes the new baby Esteban’s adoptive mother.


The self-sacrificing quality of Manuela’s spontaneous and obsessive mothering
is underlined from the beginning of the film, when her son Esteban asks her if she
would be capable of prostituting herself for him. She insists that she has indeed
been capable of doing anything for him, a comment that she follows up
immediately with her preferred mantra, ‘Come’ ‘Eat’. The fundamental masochism
of this maternal benevolence is affirmed in a scene shortly thereafter, when
Manuela reads Esteban a snippet from the prologue of the book by Truman
Capote, Music for Chameleons, that she has given her son for his birthday: ‘Cuando
Dios le entrega a uno un don también le da un látigo, y el látigo es únicamente
para autoflagelarse’ ‘When God hands you a gift, he also hands you a whip, and
the whip is intended only for self-flagellation’. While literary creation is the
explicit referent of the passage, pro-creation is clearly implied as well, and it is
interesting that Manuela shivers and closes the book immediately after reading
this line, in apparent horror at the notion that pain must accompany pleasure.
Yet Manuela’s own spirit of self-sacrifice as she continually accepts the gift of
motherhood might seem to confirm the truth of Capote’s assertion.


Paul Julian Smith has quite accurately described Manuela and her Barcelona
circle as a secularized Holy Family (Smith 2000: 193), and certainly the fact that
Manuela is first shown after her arrival in that city contemplating from a taxi the
spectacularly lit and richly ornamental nativity façade of Antoni Gaudí’s Sagrada
Familia Cathedral is not coincidental; the reverse shot, in which the image of the
façade, reflected in the taxi window, is briefly superimposed over Manuela’s face
as she rolls down the window to get a better look, could not be more pregnant
with meaning. Despite the secularization of Manuela’s incarnation of the Virgin
Mary, however, the peculiarly Catholic resonance of the attitude of maternal self-
abnegation remains. It is an attitude, moreover, that Sister Rosa also embodies, in
traditionally accepted ways (she plans to replace a group of martyred nuns in El
Salvador), as well as more iconoclastically (the precise manner in which she cares
for one of her HIV-positive charges — having unprotected sex with him — puts her
own health at risk).
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But it is perhaps the modern religion of medicine that provides the most
powerful new metaphor of self-sacrificing motherhood in the film. The very first
image we see in Todo sobre mi madre is an infusion bag, and the camera tracks down
a short stretch of the thin plastic tubing that delivers precious life-sustaining
liquid into the human body. A dissolve then leads to a tracking shot across a
hospital room wall, with access plugs to other vital substances such as oxygen.
Several scenes later, the fairly lengthy sequence that depicts a number of key
moments in the transplantation of Esteban’s heart into a man from La Coruña
might seem somewhat gratuitous, or a distracting digression (we wonder, for
example, if the film will now veer off into a depiction of the Galician patient’s
life), but it is in fact essential to the film’s symbolic network. On three separate
occasions, the camera pans down to focus in on the picnic cooler in which the
organ is transported by the medical recovery team. The emphasis on this object,
usually associated with a celebratory sharing of food, might be surprising to
viewers unfamiliar with the real-life logistical details of organ donation;
importantly, it also serves subtly to link transplantation to Manuela’s own
delivery of sustenance to the various ailing ‘children’ she takes on. The most
chilling aspect of this metaphor, of course, is that transplantation requires death
to give life. And in effect, the most idealized form of mothering presented in this
film entails a degree of self-sacrifice that, in its extreme form, could be described
as a death of the ego.


The work of the namesake of Matador’s María Cardenal is again of particular
significance here. The Spanish feminist theorist Victoria Sau has argued that
Marie Cardinal’s autobiographical The Words to Say It had such a tremendous
impact in Spain, where it appeared in translation in 1976, because it revealed the
way in which generation after generation of mothers had imposed upon their
daughters an ethics of feminine martyrdom (Sau 1995: 24; see also 91–92). As
usual, the French writer expresses the insidiousness of this phenomenon with
particular poetic force; of her mother she observes, ‘I understood that she had
conferred death upon me at my birth, that what she wanted me to give back to her
was death, that the bond between us, a bond I had tried so hard to discover, was
death. This filled me with horror’ (Cardinal 1983: 42).


Of course, this particular perspective on the film’s symbolization of mother-
hood — as a gift which entails potentially fatal extremes of masochistic suffering
— could hardly be less hopeful. Yet Almodóvar’s films are never quite so easy to pin
down; like brilliantly coloured butterflies, they may appear to flutter and soar in
opposite directions at once. And so it is with the representation of the maternal in
Todo sobre mi madre. In fact, this movement in opposite directions is figured in
several highly resonant scenes that depict Manuela travelling by train back and
forth between Madrid and Barcelona, bearing with her a child and/or the painful
memory of a child. In two of these scenes, the train’s movement through a
cylindrical tunnel, depicted via a dramatic subjective shot, evokes travel down the
birth canal; in the first, in which Manuela leaves Madrid, this shot is accompanied
by gradually swelling strains of music (the Senegalese Ismaël Lô’s ‘Tajabone’); we
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see the end of the tunnel, and then a cut delivers us out onto an exquisite floating
aerial view of Barcelona at dusk. Almodóvar himself has described this last image
as ‘Barcelona, la ville qui ouvre ses bras au spectateur et à Manuela’ ‘Barcelona,
the city who opens [her] arms to the spectator and to Manuela’ (Strauss 1999: 40);
Barcelona is imaged as a maternal figure, welcoming the re-born Manuela into
the world through her embrace.3 Thus, Manuela is both ur-mother and ur-child;
the maternal acts that she engages in out of her immense sense of loss provide her
with consolation and function as her salvation; they enable her to live anew. In
this sense, self-sacrifice cycles back to serve self-interest. The motif of rebirth
through mothering is connected as well to the transplant metaphor, for a poignant
moment in which Manuela watches the snippet of A Streetcar Named Desire in which
Huma, in the role of Blanche, seeks to recover her misplaced ‘heart’ (that is, her
heart-shaped jewelry box), seems to inspire Manuela’s own change of heart with
respect to Sister Rosa: in the scene presented immediately before, she had refused
to become her mother; shortly after, upon learning of Rosa’s HIV-status, she
agrees to take her in. Like the Galician man who receives her son’s donated organ,
now that Manuela has found a new heart, she has been revived.


Todo sobre mi madre suggests that this is a model of mothering that many might
be capable of adopting — including men. Indeed, multiple paradigms of mother-
hood emerge under the sign of rebirth in this film, and here the perspective of the
youngest Esteban, of the baby born to sister Rosa, becomes germane. As the
orphaned son of two HIV-positive parents, Esteban is potentially the most bereft of
children. Indeed, the prologue to the other dramatically shot train tunnel scene
suggests that some might view the baby as ‘garbage’: as Agrado reads a letter from
Manuela — her voiceover transitioning into her friend’s — the camera pans down
and over to the circular mouth of a garbage can, just as Manuela complains
bitterly of the exaggerated fear of infection exhibited by the boy’s grandmother,
and reveals that she is taking him to Madrid, ‘a un lugar donde no tenga que
soportar tanta hostilidad’ ‘where he won’t have to put up with so much hostility’.
The camera tracks into the inky darkness of the garbage can, before a cut
transports us into the train tunnel/birth canal, which delivers us via another cut
to an image of Manuela with Esteban in her arms: just as the maternal Barcelona
saved Manuela earlier, now the maternal Manuela saves Esteban.


Yet Manuela is not the only character in this film that we suspect would be
capable of delivering the baby Esteban out of his woeful situation. Agrado
explains on several occasions that she chose her name (from the Spanish verb
‘agradar’, ‘to please’) because she has devoted her entire life to pleasing others —
and it is obvious that she too derives pleasure from her generosity. In the first
scene in which she appears in the film, however, it is difficult not to associate her
maternal concern with the paradigm of masochistic mothering discussed earlier,


3 This is not the only sense in which Manuela is reborn, for she is also a character resurrected
from Almodóvar’s earlier La flor de mi secreto (The Flower of My Secret, 1995), which also begins
with a hospital simulation scene in which the nurse Manuela playacts a mother who is
asked to donate her son’s organs after he dies in an accident.
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for we see her taking care of the very same john who has just battered her, helping
him back on his feet and sending him off to a fellow transvestite prostitute for
medical attention. Later in the film, Agrado too will experience a form of rebirth
through mothering, for when Manuela leaves her position with Huma in order to
care for Sister Rosa, Agrado takes over for Manuela; tending to the diva Huma’s
needs enables Agrado finally to leave prostitution, to embark upon a new life free
from the degradations and dangers of the sex trade.4 By the end of the film, the
two clearly enjoy a mutually loving relationship, and Agrado asks Huma,
rhetorically, ‘¿A ver quién te cuida mejor que yo?’ ‘But who takes care of you better
than I do?’ For her part, Huma evidently identifies with Manuela when she
rehearses the role of the mother who has lost her son in Federico García Lorca’s
play Bodas de sangre (Blood Wedding); later, she displays a photo of Manuela’s dead
son on her dressing room mirror, as if he were her own child. Not surprisingly,
both Huma and Agrado enthusiastically offer to take in Manuela and the baby
Esteban upon their return to Barcelona. Moreover, in this final scene of Todo sobre
mi madre, we discover that even the antagonistic Nina, with whom Huma had
maintained a maternally-inflected love affair, has now married and had a child.
Thus, in the world beyond the final frame of the film, we can imagine Huma and
Agrado — and perhaps even Nina — forming part of the young Esteban’s extended
family of adoptive mothers.


Even the requisite Almodovarian ‘bad mother’ in this film — the one who, it is
implied, initially treats the baby Esteban like ‘garbage’ — is capable of redemption,
of becoming a new person through a more joyful embrace of the maternal. Rosa’s
mother (Rosa María Sardá) does share a number of generic traits with her
cinematographic foremothers, including a perception of her child as an alien
creature:5 she says of her daughter, ‘desde que nació fue como un extraterrestre’
‘ever since she was born she has been like an alien’. The elder Rosa is a forger of
Chagalls, and in a particularly felicitous turn of phrase José Arroyo has remarked
of her that ‘she doesn’t create, she merely reproduces’. She displays shocking
uncertainty about what exactly is expected of a mother; when she discovers that
her daughter is pregnant and living with Manuela, she appears genuinely at a
loss, and asks Rosa ‘qué esperas tú que haga?’ ‘what do you expect me to do?’ But it
is also crucial to emphasize the unhappy circumstances that have compelled her
to return to mothering later in life, in order to care for her child-like husband
(Fernando Fernán Gómez), who apparently suffers from Alzheimer’s disease. She
seems equally mystified as to how to provide proper care for him, and oftentimes
simply allows the family dog Sapic to take over; when sister Rosa expresses


4 It is interesting, given the baby Esteban’s tragic association with garbage, that garbage
collection is presented by Sister Rosa to Agrado and Manuela as one of the few alternatives
to prostitution.


5 Some examples include the artificially inseminated woman in Dr. Roberto de la Peña’s
waiting room in Laberinto de pasiones (Labyrinth of Passions, 1982), and Juani in ¿Qué he hecho yo
para merecer esto! (whose daughter does in fact exhibit supernatural abilities, perhaps as a
response to her mother’s lack of maternal compassion).
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concern that her father is out alone walking the dog and might get lost, her
mother insists that Sapic knows the way home (thus, even the dog in this film
falls under the paradigm of ‘self-interested mothering’). Clearly, the senior Rosa
experiences tremendous confusion and anxiety over her two unexpected new
maternal roles, which she sometimes plays off one another: for example, she
temporarily slips away from the hospital in which Rosa is about to undergo a
caesarian section with the excuse that she needs to check up on her spouse. But by
film’s end, when Manuela returns to Barcelona with the youngest Esteban — a
‘miracle baby’ who has neutralized all signs of the HIV virus — the elder Rosa has
also undergone a miraculous transformation, most likely as a result of having
come to terms with the tragic loss of her own daughter. She has finally overcome
her maternal ambivalence, and it is now her turn to take in Manuela, who says
effusively of her adoptive son’s grandmother, ‘ha cambiado tanto esa mujer,
tanto’ ‘that woman has changed so much, so much’.


The two Estebans’ biological father Lola (Toni Cantó) is a more complicated
case. While Lola takes advantage of the penchant for mothering displayed by so
many of the film’s characters, and is tended to by Manuela, by Sister Rosa and by
Agrado, at first s/he is described as showing little respect for the institution of
motherhood, and Agrado confesses that she is less hurt by the money Lola has
stolen from her than by the fact that Lola has also swiped a statue of the Virgin, a
treasured gift from her own mother. Manuela describes Lola early on as ‘lo peor de
un hombre, y lo peor de una mujer’ ‘the worst of a man, and the worst of a
woman’, and wonders aloud how someone possessed of such large (albeit
implanted) breasts could be so machista. But ultimately Lola too may undergo a
transfiguration more profound than the one effected through silicone. And here
the unresolved conjunction of gender traits associated with Lola is of particular
significance, for by the end of the film, after expressing an intense desire to meet
and to hold his/her child, Lola is pointedly defined as a ‘mujer-padre’ ‘woman-
father’. While some have criticized this film for its emphasis on absent fathers,
this would in fact appear to be the point. The traditional, heterosexual father
(represented exclusively through the elder Rosa’s husband) is himself like a child,
emotionally stunted and utterly unable to provide care. He exemplifies, in
symbolic fashion, the feminist political theorist Joan Tronto’s dramatic claim that
‘the dearth of caretaking experiences makes privileged males morally deprived’
(Tronto 1993: 245). Through the insistent linguistic conjoining of ‘woman’ and
‘father’, then, the film would seem to suggest that the ‘father’ is no longer
capable of surviving on his own, is in desperate need of supplementation, implan-
tation or even transplantation. This process develops over the course of the film,
for although the dead Esteban’s last expressed wish is to learn ‘all about my
father’, the film must first respond by telling ‘all about his mother’, and ‘all about
mothering’, before finally revealing ‘all about his woman-father’. In this sense,
Todo sobre mi madre does not simply exalt in essentialist fashion the maternal care
provided by women; it begins to propose that this quality of care, previously
located almost exclusively within the realm of the feminine, be resituated at the
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very centre of a new morality; that ‘mothering’, in effect, should become the
ethical standard for all human relationships.6 And through its presentation of the
paradigm of mothering as rebirth, which runs in opposition to the association of
mothering with self-abnegation and masochistic suffering, Almodóvar’s film
could also be seen as embroidering upon Joan Tronto’s proposal that ‘the morally
mature person understands the balance between caring for the self and caring for
others’ (Tronto 1999: 249).7


In conclusion, I would argue that through its richly complex representations of
motherhood, Todo sobre mi madre works to accomplish one of the stated goals of
many feminists: to redefine historically marginalized ‘women’s concerns’ as
human concerns. A line adapted from Lorca’s grieving mother in Bodas de sangre,
and pronounced by Huma towards the end of the film, is of tremendous
significance here: ‘Hay gente que piensa que los hijos son cosa de un día, pero se
tarda mucho, mucho’ ‘There are people who think children are made in a day. But
it takes a long time, a very long time’. The immediate meaning, of course, is that
to raise a daughter or son to adulthood necessitates an enormous investment of
time, energy and love. Even more importantly, however, the film works to belie
the notion that once we attain the age of majority, we normally embody an ongoing
independence. Rather, Todo sobre mi madre links up with some of the most current
revisionist and visionary thinking in the fields of feminist social theory, political
science, and law — with the continuing development of the so-called ‘ethics of
care’ — demonstrating that illness, disability, aging, and even pregnancy itself
may cause us to cycle in and out of periods in which we require a level of care
traditionally associated with mothering. And here I could not agree more with
Paul Julian Smith’s characterization of Todo sobre mi madre as radically humanist
(Smith 2000: 194), for Almodóvar’s film reminds us that compassionate solicitude
is a universally human need, which demands a universally human response.


6 Silvia Colmenero Salgado defends the inclusion of Lola, the ‘absent father’, in the film’s
dénouement, noting that ‘[c]on toda probabilidad Almodóvar quiere reivindicar una forma
de maternidad diferente encarnada en este hombre hecho mujer, pero que no quiso perder
todas sus características masculinas para poder engendrar’ ‘Almodóvar probably wishes to
vindicate a different form of maternity incarnated in this man become woman, who
nevertheless refused to renounce all of his masculine characteristics in order to be able to
reproduce’ (Colmenero Salgado 2001: 92). I would argue furthermore that Lola provides a
crucial bridge to later meditations over ‘male maternity’. Indeed, Almodóvar’s next work
after Todo sobre mi madre, Hable con ella (Talk to Her, 2002) extends consideration of the ‘ethics
of care’ to men in dramatic fashion: in this film, two men struggle with caring for two
women in comas, and learn to care for each other as well, as they work through the at times
tragic consequences of their inadequacies as nurturers.


7 Although the title of his analysis of Entre tinieblas (Dark Habits, 1983) also includes the phrase
‘ethics of care’, Ryan Prout draws solely on the definition offered by feminist theologians,
who emphasize a Christian understanding of the redemptive nature of nurturing. As I argue
here, I believe that Todo sobre mi madre reveals the potential dangers of the self-sacrificial
models of mothering traditionally upheld by Catholic discourse. I am also troubled by
Prout’s implication that caring behaviour is somehow at odds with a secular (or even non-
Christian) society. I prefer to view the ‘ethics of care’ as a broadly humanist, rather than
exclusively Christian, idea.
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